
 

 
 

COMPLAINT NUMBER 18/308 

COMPLAINANT C Lai 

ADVERTISER Air New Zealand Ltd  

ADVERTISEMENT Air New Zealand Ltd, Digital 
Marketing 

DATE OF MEETING 23 October 2018 

OUTCOME Settled – advertisement changed 

 
 
Advertisement:  The Air New Zealand website advertisement promoted earning Airpoint 
Dollars  using hotel partners.  The advertisement says in part “From high-end luxury to 
budget, it’s easy to find the perfect Accor Hotel for your business trip or holiday.”  The 
advertisement fine print contains the line “Some stays are not eligible to earn Airpoints 
Dollar’s, please check with AccorHotels at the time of booking.” 
 
The Chair ruled the complaint was Settled. 
 
Complainant, C Lai, said:  A lot of Hotels offer rewards, e.g. Frequent Flyer/Airpoints with 
staying at their hotels. AccorHotels (including Novotel Wellington and Grand Mercure 
Wellington) also does the same, by offering Airpoints at a rate of 1 Airpoint Dollars per $15 
spend at their hotels. 
I stayed in late May and early June at Novotel Wellington and Grand Mercure Wellington 
respectively, using Advanced Purchase Rates. It is the fact that I could earn Airpoints that 
clinched my decision to book with them. As I had not receive my Airpoints, I contacted both 
hotels. After numerous correspondence, Olivia Tutty, Reservations Manager at AccorHotels 
Wellington informed me that only Flexible Rates earn Airpoints, not Advanced Purchase 
rates. She relied on the clause "Some stays are not eligible to earn Airpoints Dollars, please 
check with AccorHotels at the time of booking." from the AIr New Zealand Airpoints website. 
I made it clear to her that on both bookings, there were no mention of the rate being ineligible 
to earn Frequent Flyer/Airpoints when choosing the Advanced Purchase rate (screenshots 
attached). 
Furthermore, an exclusion clause should be relied on the minority of situations, not the 
majority of situation. Excluding Airpoints Dollar earn could be expected in heavily discounted 
situations, e.g. in a Sale situation. On the other hand, an Advanced Purchase Rate is 
something that a lot of people will book on. Relying on that clause to exclude Advanced 
Purchase rate from accruing Airpoints could be considered deceptive practice. 
OUTCOME EXPECTED 
I expect AccorHotels to make it clear of their exclusion of Airpoints earn on their hotel website 
(when one were to click the Terms & Condition of a particular hotel rate), and also to make it 
clear at the Air New Zealand Airpoints website that only Flexible Rates are eligible to earn 
Airpoints. 
 
The Advertiser, Air New Zealand, said in part: 
“We’ve decided to change the content on our Accor Partner Hotel website 
(https://www.airnewzealand.co.nz/airpoints-hotel-partners-accorhotels) 
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From:“some stays are not eligible to earn Airpoints dollars, please check with Accor Hotels at 
the time of booking”  
 
to “ eligible rates for Airpoints dollars earn only applies to “Flexible” rates booked on 
accorhotels.com  The member must provide their Airpoints card or quote their membership 
number to above listed hotels at the time of check-out to receive Airpoints Dollars earn. 
Airpoints Terms and Conditions apply.”  
 
The relevant provisions were Code of Ethics - Basic Principle 4, Rule 2;  
 
The Chair noted the Complainant’s concern the advertisement did not make it clear that 
bookings for only certain hotel rates were eligible to earn Air New Zealand Airpoints Dollars, 
which was misleading. 
 
The Chair acknowledged the Advertiser, Air New Zealand had made changes to its website, 
amending references which were of concern and adding more information to make the limits 
on the offer clearer. 
 
Given the Advertiser’s co-operative engagement with the process and the self-regulatory 
action taken in amending its website, the Chair said that it would serve no further purpose to 
place the matter before the Complaints Board.  The Chair ruled that the matter was settled. 
 
 
Chair’s Ruling: Complaint Settled – advertisement changed 
 
 
 
 

APPEAL INFORMATION 

According to the procedures of the Advertising Standards Complaints Board, all 
decisions are able to be appealed by any party to the complaint. Information on 
our Appeal process is on our website www.asa.co.nz. Appeals must be made in 
writing via email or letter within 14 days of receipt of this decision. 

 


